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…as long as it does not affect, inconvenience,
or cost  me in any way…





Self-respect





Communication Listens actively and demonstrates understanding when receiving information

Workload 

Management
Offers and accepts assistance, delgates when necessary and asks for help early

Problem Solving 

and Decision 

Making
Monitors, reviews and adapts decisions as required
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Isolating a person from their friends and family

Depriving them of their basic needs Monitoring their time

Taking control over aspects of their everyday life, such as where they can go, 
who they can see, what to wear and when they can sleep

Economic abuse including coerced debt, controlling spending

Monitoring a person via online communication tools or using spyware

Repeatedly putting them down such as telling them they are worthless

Enforcing rules and activity which dehumanise a person

Reputational damage

Economic abuse including coerced debt
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